TERR ACE AWNING FA22 & 24

TERRACE AWNING
FA22 & FA24
FA20 awnings are specially developed for the smaller terrace or balcony, with all the caracteristics that
has proven the high quality and durability of the Hunter Douglas Scandinavia awnings throughout the
years. The new design of the arms together with Dyneema® tape over the elbow, gives a fabric tension out of the ordinary.

TERRACE AWNINGS
DIMENSIONS (m)

FA22				

Max projection 		
Max width 		
Serie connection
Wind class 		

3,0 m				
3,0 m
5,0 m				
5,0 m
15,0 with motor
3 (1 at 3 m projection)		 3 (1 at 3 m projection) According to EN13561

FA22
FA22 is an open, compact awning. This
is the entry product in our new 20-series.
FA22 is equipped with traditionel end caps
and gives a lot of awning for a smaller
investment.
FA24
FA24 is an open, compact awning with
modern design. The awning is equipped
with specially designed end caps that connects the square tube with the roller tube
to create a modern look.

Standard end caps on FA22.

Operation
The awning is crank operated as standard. Optionally, operation can be made
with motor. The motor can be supplemented by automation, ie remote control or sun
and wind automation.

Standard colours

Folding arm projection [m]

1.0

FA24

Mounting
The awning can easily be mounted directly
onto the wall or roof.
Extra
On both models, there is an option of a
protective roof.
Awning fabric
Choose from a wide collection of both
plain and striped fabrics.
Awning Hardware
The awning hardware with details can be
ordered in 3 standard colours: White, Grey
and structured Black. With longer delivery
time, any RAL colour is available.
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Front profile on FA22.

FA22 & FA24

